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Our country pursuits days offer an exciting mix of unusual outdoor pursuits, suitable for any age 

group and ability. These activities combine to create one of the most exhilarating ways to develop 
relations with your colleagues and bond your group. The activities can be operated within any 
outdoor location – subject to venue agreement. We would be delighted to recommend possible 
venues to you. After an introduction and safety briefing by our event compere, teams rotate around 
the activities between 30 – 60 minutes on each.  
 

 
 
This event is normally run as a competition, with teams marked on ability, leadership and motivation. At the close of the day, our compere hosts an award 
ceremony with humorous spot prizes and prizes for the winning team.  Our team of instructors and event managers are friendly and supportive, making 
every effort to ensure that your guests feel comfortable, develop relationships with their colleagues, break though inhibitions and most importantly have a 

superb time. 

• Costs are per activity – not per head  

• We are very happy to provide just one or as many activities as you wish 

• When booking 3 or more activities a Firebird event manager is required 

 
 

MOTOR  
 

A once-in-a-life-time opportunity to experience the thrilling and sensational power of motor vehicles the day includes full training.  

 
 
Segways           

Segways are two-wheeled, self-balancing, environmentally friendly machines which take riding to a whole new level. The Segway requires no 
special skills as it takes care of the balancing, and virtually anyone can use one. With street based and off road machines available, there are a 
multitude of activities Segways can be used for.  
VIDEO: CLICK HERE 
 

 
Honda Pilots (pair)            
These off-road buggies were originally designed for dune racing. They have a phenomenal rate of acceleration and the driver is fully protected 
within a roll cage. Despite their advanced design, pilots are simple to drive, with fully automatic hand operated controls. Guests race against the 
clock over a flagged course. The pilots can also be used for team building where the crew participate in a "Team Relay". Versatility and speed make 
Honda Pilots one of our most popular driving activities. 
VIDEO CLICK HERE 
 
 
 
Powerturns (pair)             
Designed and built by an ex-Army Engineer, these exciting 2 seater buggies have to be controlled by two coordinated drivers using levers to power 
each of the two separate engines. Quick acceleration produces 'wheelies' but small drogue wheels prevent them from flipping over. You will be 
amazed at the performance of these extraordinary machines. 
VIDEO CLICK HERE  
 
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tYcbaXhKY34
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fup4xnQtwec
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JMTR1d9f-LE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JMTR1d9f-LE


  

 
Mini Tanks          

Mini tanks are our newest driving experience. we operate three 6mile per hour miniature tanks measuring 1 m wide by 2m long, each driven by 

one person operating two hydraulic levers... just like the real thing. Each tank runs on rubber-coated steel tracks which are powered by a 13bhp 
Honda gx-390 petrol engine, allowing the mini-tank to negotiate just about any obstacle, even water!!!... and will tolerate inclines of up to 60 
degrees! .the driver is protected by a built-in roll cage, 4-point harness and firewall making this a very safe and secure driving experience. The 
British standard camouflaged “helicopter pilot” style helmet just adds to the fun. In very wet conditions the tanks wil l tear the grass a little but 
nothing extreme.  
 

 
 
 
Quad Bikes (pair)              
Master the art of the quad bike by embarking upon a course that will include a slalom, ramps, seesaw and hill climbing. After a practice, you will 

compete in a timed race and given extra points for skilled driving.   
VIDEO CLICK HERE 

 

 

 

 
 
Blindfold 4 x 4 Driving             
A true test of teamwork and communication. The blindfolded driver is instructed by a sighted passenger and a slalom course has to be negotiated 
safely! Teams race against the clock with penalties being incurred for hitting any gates. 
 
 

 
 
 
Reverse Steer Land Rover              
Our specially designed Land Rover is designed to confuse the driver! Turn the steering wheel left and the vehicle goes right. Guests have to 
negotiate a tricky course without hitting any flags. Circuits are timed to establish the event winner.  
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Hovercraft               
Experience the feeling of flight with these twin cylinder 2-stroke 500cc single seater hovercrafts. Steering the machines requires skill and agility, 
so by the time that you have negotiated our figure of eight course you will be a true professional. Hovercrafts create an unusual and unforgettable 
experience.  

 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e-oeFPHj9dM


  

  
 

Max Cats (pair)             

It may look like something out of The Banana Splits but it’s a six wheel all terrain and amphibious vehicle. Your instructor sits along side for 
guidance and tuition as you negotiate our beautiful and exhilarating off road course purposefully designed to show off the great climbing capabilities 
of these versatile atvs. This is very much a skilled driving activity but really rewarding when you develop the knack 
 
 

 
 
 
Rage Buggies (pair)             
Really fast and great fun, an off road buggy with an excellent chassis combined with long travel suspension satisfying a need for speed. It has a 
reduction gearbox, which has an ATB differential (with optional reverse) and a torque converter system widely used on many other ATV machines. 

The engine is a 670cc 24hp v-twin which gives good performance and a top speed in excess of 50mph. This is probably our most popular 

motorised activity and it’s easy to see why once you’ve done a lap and felt that adrenaline pumping. 
 
 
 
 
Racing Lawn Mowers (pair)             

All thrills of the motor racing brought to you via these fantastic high-tech lawnmowers! Our engineers have converted real mowers into exciting 
racing machines. Modifications include the fitting of a race seat and Formula 1 style steering wheel. Participants will race against the clock and as a 
Team Challenge we can include an obligatory pit lane tyre change. This activity is hilarious fun… Watch out for ‘Garden Rage’! 
 
 

 
 

SHOOTING  
 

These skilled activities require a steady hand. Our professional operators will instruct you in these sports of Kings.  
 
 

Archery              
Have a go at this medieval hand to eye coordination sport, and allow your instructor to turn you into the next Robin Hood or Maid Marion (Green 
tights optional). Archery has been used for centuries in competition, so why not try your skill and judgment against your colleagues. All bows used 
are approximately 25 pounds recurve which are suitable for ladies, gents and children.   
VIDEO CLICK HERE 

 
We can also provide crossbows:  
 

 
Laser Clay Pigeon Shooting          
Using de-activated 12 bore shotguns fitted with laser technology, it is possible to experience the thrill of clay shooting without the expense and 
danger of the original sport. Our friendly and expert operators will ensure that everyone can take part, making Laser Clay Shooting suitable for any 
event. The laser system is extremely accurate, and calculates your reaction time enabling a variety of different challenges including speed shoot, 
skeet and speed skeet. The activity can involve up to five participants at any time and an electronic scoreboard keeps tally.  
VIDEO CLICK HERE 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0TpIO5Ifr7c
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aovH-m-FBkQ


  

Axe Throwing           
An unusual and fun activity. Test your accuracy and skills as you try to hit the target.  
VIDEO CLICK HERE 

  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Semi Automatic Pistols          
A test of accuracy and shooting skills. Aiming for a series of targets, semi automatic pistols are a fun and exciting weapon; great for shooting 
enthusiasts of any standard.   
VIDEO CLICK HERE 

 
 
 

 
 
Target Paintball          
Make your way down a 30ft walk way lined with props and obstacles. As you approach, targets pop up around you. Are your reactions quick 
enough to hit the targets before they disappear? Can you score 100% on this exciting challenge? Paintball guns are safe making this activity 
suitable for most ages.  
 

 
 

 
 
Clay Pigeon Shooting             
One of our most popular activities and with good reason. It is truly a sport for all. Our qualified, professional clay pigeon shooting instructors will 
help your guests to achieve results well beyond their expectations. The shooting layout is designed to be possible for novices and yet challenging 
for more experienced shooters. Each stand includes a professional, qualified shooting instructor, safety cage and trap, suitable guns, hearing 

protection, up to 500 clays and low-recoil cartridges. 
 
Requirements:  

• Area must be free of trees, overhead wires, buildings etc. 
• Section 11(6) police authorisation required, we can advise you on venues that hold this license.  
• An additional stand is required for teams bigger than 6 people, additional stands:  

 
 
Cannon Firing Range                
Each group works as a team, aiming, loading and firing the cannon at the fortress target. For large groups requiring faster throughput, two 
weapons are used simultaneously, requiring two instructors. Instructors are dressed in appropriate historical military costume. 
 
Requirements:  

• 50 yards frontage, 300 yard safety zone in direction of shooting. 
• Section 11(6) police authorisation required, we can advise you on venues that hold this license. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OOXXYygLezY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XnEoAVqRVRA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XnEoAVqRVRA


  

GNAT Shooting - Shoot radio-controlled model aircraft!  
Clay Pigeon Shooting, with a difference! The GNAT offers a new and exciting challenge to shooting enthusiasts. It is a target like no other, capable 

of speeds up to 100 mph and aerobatics to confound the experts. It has the flexibility to cater for all standards of shooter, ensuring fun for 

everyone. Scores soon start to mount up, as direct hits set off explosive pods fitted to the aircraft, giving a highly visual effect. Maximum bonus 
points are achieved by blowing the target out of the sky! Teams use conventional shotguns and cartridges, and this activity comes complete with 
safety cages, guns, cartridges, hearing protection etc, plus a pilot and technician with plenty of GNAT targets and a minimum of two professional 
shooting instructors. 
 
Up to 10 guests per 40-60 minute session, with 2 instructors:   
Up to 15 guests per 40-60 minute session, with 3 instructors:   
Up to 20 guests per 40-60 minute session, with 4 instructors:  

 
Requirements:   

• Minimum 300 yards frontage and depth.   
• Area must be free of trees, overhead wires, buildings etc. 
• Section 11(6) police authorisation required, we can advise you on venues that hold this license. 

 
 

Muzzle Loaders        
Black powder shooting (flintlocks, blunderbusses etc) – a fascinating insight into shooting of a bygone era, with genuine antique weapons and 
instructors in period costume. Lots of colour, noise and smoke! 
 

Requirements:  
 

• Frontage approx 50 yards per stand. 
• Minimum 300 yards safety zone in direction of shooting. 
• Section 11(6) police authorisation required, we can advise you on venues that hold this license  
• An additional stand is required for teams bigger than 6 people, additional stands: 

 
 
ANIMAL HANDLING  
 
Experience these incredible animals for yourself. A light hearted and memorable activity.  
 

Duck / Geese Herding                 
 ‘One Man and his Dog’ has nothing on this!  There is scope for much hilarity as guests try to control the collies and herd the ducks through an 
obstacle course, under instruction from a top sheepdog handler.  
VIDEO CLICK HERE 
 

 
 

Falconry                  
Under the supervision of our professional falconer, guests are invited to handle and fly these beautiful birds. Maximum participation and interaction 
with the birds is encouraged. It is an unforgettable moment when a Hawk swoops out of the sky and lands on your gloved fist! Falconry fits in well 
with a Multi Activity Day or as part of a Family Fun Day where displays can be held in a central arena. 
 
 

 
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C2l_srO1yeQ


  

 
Gun Dog Handling              

Experienced, professional trainers bring a range of breeds such as Labradors, Spaniels, Pointers and Retrievers, along with puppies whenever 

possible. Guests have close contact with the friendly and approachable dogs, learn about, and participate in training methods from simple 
obedience to challenging retrieves. There is also a complex agility course to be completed as a team relay against the clock. Always a popular part 
of the Country Pursuits event.  
VIDEO CLICK HERE 
 
 
 
 

Ferret Racing                  
An original way to entertain your guests with these wonderful creatures. Guests become involved with the race, entering the ferret into the pipe 
course then dashing to the other end of the course encouraging their ferret to win the race. For added interest, Ferret Roulette is incorporated 
where the ferret is placed in a drum with a number of exits at the base and guests bet on which exit the ferret will appear from. 
VIDEO CLICK HERE 

 

 
 
OTHER ACTIVITIES  

 
Inflatable Human Table Football       
This very visual and entertaining game is extremely popular. Two teams of five participants enter an inflatable playing area, attaching themselves 
by elastic to horizontal poles which slide from side to side. These poles restrict the players from moving up and down the pitch. The game is 
usually played over two ten minute halves with our comedy referee controlling the game.   

 

 
 
 
 
 
Cliff Hanger (inflatable climbing wall)      
This apparatus enables both climbing and abseiling for up to 4 participants within a totally safe environment. The 20ft climbing wall offers 

challenges for all abilities and is suitable for children.  
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Climb The Rock      
The Rock is an amazing state-of-the-art 2 person rotating climbing wall. Offering variable speeds and tilt anyone between the age of 6 and 60 can 
have a go! A futuristic inflatable dome marquee enables The Rock to be used safely indoors or outdoors and is guaranteed to be a focal point at 
your event.  
 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MYq2m2AsK4A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SZs3fSDvhk0


  

 
Climbing & Abseiling Wall          

Our eye catching 8m (24ft) high Mobile Climbing Wall features automatic belays and allows up to 4 climbers to climb simultaneously in complete 

safety. There are many different routes on the Rockwall meaning that we can find a challenge for anyone and everyone! All the skills required for 
climbing will be demonstrated by our friendly experts. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Drumming Workshop          

This is a fantastic activity which is suited to a number of different occasions – festivals and celebrations or for structured team building. Our 
professional percussion team will choreograph an incredibly energetic drumming workshop with a collection of stunning drums and percussion 

instruments. This activity is highly infectious and will create an unforgettable atmosphere.   
VIDEO CLICK HERE 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Radio Controlled Tank Battle        
Tanx is a totally unique and exhilarating radio control activity, using infra red battle systems for tank to tank combat and games. Every tank is a 

highly detailed scale model of the WW2 Tiger 1 tank. Each is fitted with a computer controlled system, producing breathtaking sound and visual 
effects. Even the firing of the main cannon produces a true to life flash and recoil. This much realism draws you close into the action, making you 
feel like you are driving a real tank into battle. 
VIDEO CLICK HERE 

 

 
 
 
Robo Challenge:        
Robo Challenge is a mobile robotic combat system that gives you the chance to have fun Robot Wars style in a battle zone. The robots are large 
and can be flipped over and re-righted during battle - score points to win by driving into goals.  The system is fully managed and comes with an 

awesome effects that adds to the experience. The thunder of battle provides a formidable gameplay experience for all.  

 
 
 
 
Helicopter Simulator        
We have launched the UK's most realistic helicopter simulator / ride!  The experience commences with a professional pre-flight briefing & cockpit 

familiarisation, which is then followed by your visit to the flight deck, where you will take control from take-off to touchdown. There is no age or 
height restriction. On corporate occasions or company fundays, even the small ones can have a go, making it an exciting addition to any event. 
 
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIGHbxRNsxs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SYQ1qSVRqyY


  

 
Nuclear Reactor          

Our intrepid Security Officer has discovered a terrible accident which may result in a national security disaster. A nuclear reactor fusion pipe is 

leaking fast and has contaminated the surrounding area. Your team of nuclear experts must save the day before the cooling liquid runs dry and the 
reactor explodes, but they cannot touch the ground surrounding the disaster zone. This race against time involves a series of props, some very 
quick thinking, is really challenging and great fun!  
VIDEO CLICK HERE 

 
 
 

 
 
Hooked on Numbers        
A superb new activity. Teams must use their mathematical skills to determine a sequence of pickup grid references. Then as an entire team they 
must coordinate the pulley grid mechanism to collect pieces of a complex mathematical puzzle. Once these pieces are collected the team can 

calculate the final equation. Furious fun, requiring a steady hand and complete team cooperation.  

 

 
 
 
 
 

Safe Haven         
A chemistry laboratory contains a valuable mercury store. A security grid of 5 x 5 squares lies between the team of adventurers and the 
laboratory. The team has 25 coloured blocks – 5 in each of 5 colours. Each delegate must lay down the blocks to create a safe path ahead of them. 

The blocks must touch another of the same colour, but can only travel directly forward once. With only 2 possible successful combinations it takes 
serious pre-planning to get to the laboratory without setting off the alarm. Once inside the laboratory the team must calculate a way to remove 
exactly half of the mercury and return to safety. 

 

 
 

 
 

Notes  
 
When booking 3 or more activities a Firebird event manager will be required: One event manager will be required per 60 people thereafter.  

 
• Optional (highly recommended with motorised activities)  Medical Staff:  
• Optional Team T-shirts or Caps 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JjIXWaA2HlU


  

 
 

notes  

EVENT MANAGEMENT 

Our event managers and operators will ensure that every detail is taken care of. From pre-event planning to total on site execution, event staff are professional and approachable and will 
have been thoroughly briefed before the event, leaving you free to enjoy your day.  

Our event managers will take care of the following: 
• Site visit (if required) 

• Site preparation and technical coordination with venue staff 

• Full event site plans 

• Health and safety risk assessment 

• On site contact for the duration of the event 

 

WHY US 
• We always strive to exceed customers’ expectations through our consistent attention to detail and unrivalled dedication to excellence. 

• We have over 15 years of experience in both private and corporate events. 

• We listen to your objectives and incorporate these whilst aspiring to the very highest of standards.  

• We have worked with many of Europe’s largest corporations including Ferrari, IBM, British Airways, Toshiba, Coca Cola and AXA Life. 

• Most importantly, our staff are selected not only for their ability but for their professionalism and friendly manner. Everyone will make an extra effort to ensure that your event is just perfect. 

• Firebird Events are covered by a minimum of £1 million Public Liability Insurance 

 

NOTES 

• All prices are subject to VAT at the current rate.  

• All prices where an event set up fee is stated are subject to the relevant per head fee on top. 

• All prices are subject to availability. 

• Full payment will be due 30 days prior to event date (unless a credit account has been agreed in advance) 

• Some services / items may be subject to minimum order fee. 

• Costs may be subject to a credit card surcharge. 

• Prices may be subject to travel and accommodation charges.  

• Our operators may require hot food and soft drinks throughout the event. 


